Company Name:

Ace Line Paving Ltd

Primary Trade:

Building Contractors

Distance from you:

0.00Miles

Contact Name:

Craig Gordon

Full Address:

46 Hurstville Drive
Waterlooville
Hampshire

Postcode:

PO7 7NE

Contact Telephone:

023 92 348486

Contact Email:

acelinepaving@gmail.com

Contact Fax:

Company Website:
Company Number:

Contact Mobile:

07985 470089

Comments:
Services Provided:
Building Contractors
Driveways / Tarmac / Paving
Gardens - Landscaping
Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

10 Points

52

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
06-Oct-2021

A very professional job. Very pleased with the quality
of the workmanship and good value for money. Would
recommend Ace Line Paving.

27-Sep-2021

Excellent service, (building of a new and enlarged
patio). We approached this company on the
recommend of a neighbour. We are delighted with the
works and outcome.

09-Sep-2021

Craig was so efficient, reliable and honest, he was very
polite and extremely helpful throughout the process.
He dealt with all the Council paperwork and was highly
responsive to our questions and requests. The work
was completed on time and on the date we requested.
They did a very professional job, dealing with some
tricky issues around our driveway and we are delighted
with our new kerb, which looks really smart. I have no
hesitation in recommending Ace Line Paving and would
definitely use them again.

25-Apr-2021

Craig was informative and efficient from quoting
through to completing our drive and crossover and
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dropped kerb. Very happy with quality of work, have
already passed his number to a couple of neighbours,
can't recommend highly enough.
05-Mar-2021

Very good company and very good work carried out as
quoted ref cost and timescale - i would highly
recommend

19-Jan-2021

Friendly, professional and hardworking. Done a
fantastic job. Couldn't fault them

18-Oct-2020

The work was for a new paved seating area and path at
the front of the house having previously had the same
done by Craig at the rear. Again completely satisfied
with the result and with the way the work was carried
out. Both Craig and Dave were polite, helpful and with
an excellent eye for detail.

10-Aug-2020

Absolutely brilliant, drive looks fantastic and was price
quoted and to time. Lovely guys, friendly, courteous
and professional. Have already recommended to
friends and family.

17-May-2020

Second driveway we've had done by Craig. High work
standards , polite and very approachable. I would
highly recommend their services.

13-Feb-2020

Excellent service. Courteous and polite. Very satisfied
with my dropped kerb.

17-Dec-2019

Excellent work attention to detail exceptional.

07-Oct-2019

Really happy with the work carried out. Service was
professional and work carried out to a high standard.

16-Sep-2019

Very good service, the two workmen took pride in their
work, job well done. Thanks.

12-Aug-2019

Great guys to work with. Great team, work very well
together, totally reliable, true craftsmen, not seeking to
take any shortcuts, great job, on my top list of
contractors to use again, no hesitation to recommend
their services - i was very very pleased with the result.

03-Aug-2019

Ace Line Paving were recommended to us when we
were looking for Council approved companies to
extend our existing dropped kerb. From initial contact
to completion they have been highly efficient and
professional, providing us with a competitive and
detailed quote and have carried out the work to a high
standard, leaving the site very clean and tidy. We
would definitely recommend Ace Line to anyone
looking for similar work to be done, their
communication, efficiency and standard of work has
been exemplary; a first class job.

31-Jul-2019

Excellent Service from Ace Line Paving. They worked
extremely hard to transform our garden. It exceeds all
our expectations & we cannot recommend their work
highly enough.

15-Feb-2019

An excellent service all round. Highly professional
people who clearly take a pride in their work and really
want to do the best job possible for the customer. At
the end of each day everything was left in a neat and
tidy manner so as to cause the minimum of disruption
to us. We were kept informed and consulted every step
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of the way and were really delighted with the finished
job. Craig and Dave are extremely courteous, pleasant
and cheerful - you couldn't wish for nicer people to be
doing work for you. We would recommend this
company without hesitation or reservation to anyone.
03-Jan-2019

Excellent service, very polite. Work of high quality &
priced as estimate.

11-Oct-2018

Craig was a bit hard to get hold of as he is really busy
but when he arrived he went through everything he
was doing and the work is excellent.

20-Sep-2018

Excellent professional work carried out cheerfully by
two pleasant and courteous guys. A pleasure to do
business with.

27-Jun-2018

Excellent

14-Aug-2017

New dropped kerb.

10-Apr-2017

Brilliant. Responded to queries promptly and carried
out the works exactly as required.

30-Mar-2017

Dropped kerb.

20-Feb-2017
23-Jan-2017

Great job! All rubbish removed and friendly guys.

09-Jan-2017

We are very impressed with the quality of work. Craig
is very friendly and professional and I have already
recommended him to family.

11-Oct-2016
11-Oct-2016
09-Aug-2016

Dropped kerb & driveway.

13-Jul-2016

Lawn removed and replaced by paving, washed really
hard, a very professional job, transformed our garden!

23-Jun-2016
26-Feb-2016

Ace Line Paving did an excellent job. I am very
impressed with the service they provided. They paid
extreme care to detail and I couldn't be happier with
the finished drive!

09-Dec-2015

Drop kerb and drive block paving. The service and
professionalism were exemplary. Time keeping and
communication was excellent.

11-Sep-2015

We had our front drive & side return block paved as
well as patio in back garden with path. Have nothing
but praise for Craig and his team - fantastic job! Before
choosing a firm to do the work, we were very
apprehensive about finding a reputable, reliable,
professional team to carry out a large job. We did a lot
of research and largely chose to go with this firm as it
was approved by Trading Standards. We were so
pleased we did this as they really did transform our
outdoor space. They willingly carried out agreed
alterations and offered ideas that we had not
considered. We wouldn't hesitate to recommend this
firm and have done so via social media. Many
neighbours have been impressed with their
workmanship and the result.

24-Aug-2015

Craig and Michael dug up our old concrete driveway
and laid block paving. They were efficient,
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hard-working and friendly. We've nothing but praise for
their workmanship and are extremely pleased with the
finished job. We've now booked them again to carry
further work and rebuild a brick wall.
20-Jul-2015
25-Mar-2015

This is a fantastic company. Their quote was
reasonable and the work they did was done very
professionally and with expertise. I would definitely use
them again, would recommend.

20-Jan-2015
09-Jan-2015

Nothing short of excellent :- Workmanship Clean and
Tidy Courteous Quick and Efficient Professional

08-Jan-2015

Really pleased with both quality of the work and very
helpful and professional service received. Use this
company with confidence.

07-Jan-2015

Excellent standard of work. Very friendly. I would highly
recommend ACE LINE to anyone. Very happy with the
end result.

07-Jan-2015

Very well executed despite poor weather

06-Jan-2015

Absolutely 1st Class Would not hesitate to recommend
them to anyone

06-Jan-2015

Clean good work - on time and polite. Very good.

06-Jan-2015

Very efficient and friendly staff No mess or fuss Very
satisfied customer

05-Jan-2015

Excellent job professionally done.

23-Dec-2014

Two consultation visits prior to work being done. Lots
of examples shown. When work was carried out it was
very tidy and organised. They worked in a polite
professional manner and finished on time. The drive
was immaculate when they left and we were given a
guarantee.

19-Dec-2014
02-Dec-2014

Driveway was beautifully made. Very professional and
attentive to detail. Nothing was too much hassle.

23-Oct-2014
22-Oct-2014

Very professional, courteous, tidy, friendly, would
recommend to anyone.
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